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AppleScript: The Comprehensive Guide to Scripting and Automation on Mac OS X, Second EditionApress, 2006
This is the second edition of Hanaan Rosenthals critically-acclaimed AppleScript book. It goes the extra mile to teach you AppleScriptexplaining advanced topics without leaving you behind.

AppleScript is the high-level scripting language that resides on the Mac platform. It can be used to add functionality to the Mac operating system,...
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The Psychiatric Interview (Practical Guides in Psychiatry)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		The psychiatric interview is your window into the mind of your patient. With this practical, how-to handbook, you'll examine each aspect of the psychiatric interview in detail. Your journey begins with the general principles essential to effective interviewing—including techniques for approaching threatening topics,...
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Sex Magicians: The Lives and Spiritual Practices of Paschal Beverly Randolph, Aleister Crowley, Jack Parsons, Marjorie Cameron, Anton LaVey, and OthersDestiny Books, 2021

	An in-depth look at the lives and occult practices of 12 influential practitioners of sex magic from the 19th century to the present day

	

	• Explores the background and sexual magical beliefs of Paschal Beverly Randolph, Ida Craddock, Aleister Crowley, Maria de Naglowska, Austin Osman Spare, Julius Evola, Franz Bardon,...
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101 Quick and Easy Secrets for Using Your Digital PhotographsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Millions of people around the world have many photos stored on their laptop and desktop
	computers, external hard drives, CDs and DVDs, and flash drives. Most images are just sitting
	there idle, waiting for the world to see them. Some have been unused for years. Up until
	now there has been no guide to help people find ways to use these...
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Beginning iOS 5 Application DevelopmentWrox Press, 2012


	APPLE FIRST OFFICIALLY ANNOUNCED the iOS 5 at the Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC)

	in June 2011. After 7 betas and with much anticipation, Apple finally rolled out iOS 5 with the

	vastly improved iPhone 4S. With 200 new features added to the iOS, Apple is set to reign as the

	king of the mobile platform for the foreseeable...
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On Good Management: The Corporate Lifecycle: An essay and interviews with Franz Fehrenbach, Jürgen Hambrecht, Wolfgang Reitzle and Alexander RittwegerSpringer, 2013

	Change or die! With this stark claim begins the journey through the corporate lifecycle. Why do so many companies fail? Why do managers struggle to recognize change early or hesitate to take vigorous action? Why – and how – must the traditional lifecycle concept be modernized if it is still to provide valid orientation?
...
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Honeypots for Windows (The Experts Voice)Apress, 2005
Installing a honeypot inside your network as an early warning system can  significantly improve your security. Currently, almost every book and resource  about honeypots comes from a Unix background, which leaves Windows  administrators still grasping for help. But Honeypots for Windows is a  forensic journey—helping you set up...
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Out of the Gobi: My Story of China and AmericaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	Foreword by Janet Yellen

	

	Weijian Shan's Out of the Gobi is a powerful memoir and commentary that will be one of the most important books on China of our time, one with the potential to re-shape how Americans view China, and how the Chinese view life in America.

	

	Shan, a former hard laborer...
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Collision Detection in Interactive 3D EnvironmentsMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
The heart of any system that simulates the physical interaction between objects is collision detectionthe ability to detect when two objects have come into contact. This system is also one of the most difficult aspects of a physical simulation to implement correctly, and invariably it is the main consumer of CPU cycles. Practitioners, new to the...
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Getting Started with SQL Server 2012 Cube DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Written specifically for SQL Server developers, this is a great primer on Analysis Services and cube development. With lots of practical exercises and real-world scenarios, you'll be up and running in no time.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to develop a complete business intelligence solution using SQL Server...
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The Food Lover's Garden: Growing, Cooking, and Eating Well (Urban Homesteader Hacks)New Society Publishers, 2017

	
		Grow it, cook it, eat it! From the vegetable patch to the dinner table

	
		Put off by the origin-unknown, not-so-fresh, pesticide-laden offerings at the grocery store? Hungry for delicious high-quality veg and fragrant herbs, and looking to have some control over where your food comes from but never planted a seed in...
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Beginning DB2: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2008
IBM’s DB2 Express Edition is one of the most capable of the free database platforms available in today’s marketplace. In Beginning DB2, author Grant Allen gets you started using DB2 Express Edition for web sites, desktop applications, and more. The author covers the basics of DB2 for developers and database...
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